cat

▼

C

1.1 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ariane-mnouchkine#.VbETN0tGwb8
SITE

ARIANE MNOUCHKINE

• Version: « Ariane Mnouchkine au pays du théâtre »
[DVDA196-013] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Theatre, Biography, Women

ARTS

Not many theatre directors can boast of having been at the helm of their troupe for over 50 years
and still be constantly renewing their art without ever losing track of contemporaneity? Ariane
Mnouchkine is that athlete and artist who, since the creation of the avant-garde stage ensemble, has
always placed a high value on artistic excellence and defended her ideal of sharing with actors and
audience alike.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
1.2 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ever-the-land#.V-aSiUtGxJQ
SITE

EVER THE LAND
[DVDA291-001B] 1 x 90 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Architecture, Aboriginal Peoples

ARTS

Ever the Land explores the sublime bond between people and their land through a landmark
architectural undertaking by one of New Zealand’s most passionately independent Maori tribes, Ngāi
Tūhoe... The new building is the binding character in this observational documentary that immerses
us in a culture that is tightly woven into its land and an architecture that is defined by its intergrity to
it. This is a film about past and future, tradition and modernity. Most of all, though, it’s about the
grandest hopes—and what it takes to fulfill them.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
1.3 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/how-to-look-at-a-painting#.VLFsgEtGwb8
SITE

HOW TO LOOK AT A PAINTING

• Collection: « How to Look at a Painting»
[DVDA128-S05] 12 x 24 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 195/2 100 — $DVD B: 80/865
Cat: Drawing, Painting and Print

ARTS

This dazzling art series reveals a fresh and exciting perspective on how to truly appreciate and better
understand the world of painting. Senior curator and best-selling arts author Justin Paton takes us on
a highly visual journey of exploration across the painted world to uncover and examine the marvels
and mysteries of painting. He demystifies art by guiding viewers through the historical and
contemporary world of painting over 5,000 years, appealing to novice viewers, sceptics and experts
alike.
01. How to Look at a Painting… and Discover a New World 02. How to Look at a Painting…of the Body 03. How to Look at a
Painting…of a Place 04. How to Look at a Painting…and Connect the Old and New 05. How to Look at a Painting…of a Face
06. How to Look at a Painting…and Take a Leap of Faith 07. How to Look at a Painting…of Nothing 08. How to Look at a
Painting…that Wants to Change the World 09. How to Look at a Painting…that Doesn't Look Like a Painting 10. How to
Look at a Painting…in a Museum 11. How to Look at a Painting…and Start a Collection 12. How to Look at a Painting…on
Your Own

__________________________________________________________________________________
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2.4 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/intelligent-hand#.VzTjoktGxJQ
SITE

THE INTELLIGENT HAND
[DVDA277-001] 1 x 45 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 195/ — $DVD B: 80/
Cat: Design and Decorative Art

ARTS

This documentary delves into the lives and work of five extraordinary craftsmen and women from
different corners of the globe: a jewelry-maker in Mumbai, a dress designer in Taipei, a Luthier
(guitar-maker) in New York, a bag-maker in Moscow and finally a bell founder in France. Operating at
the very pinnacle of their professions, their relationship with Craft shines a light on its true value,
and what we stand to lose if it becomes a thing of the past.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
2.5 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/j-l-sert-a-nomadic-dream#.V9lwv0tGxJQ
SITE

J.L. SERT, A NOMADIC DREAM
[DVDA285-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Architecture, Biography

ARTS

Josep Lluís Sert was a brilliant, Spanish architect and the first to attain international fame in his
country. He was a man of contradictions, a contentious presence –free verse in a world dominated
by replicas and serial reproductions. He dared to be an avant-garde architect in his home country, a
country ruled under the most absolute of conservatisms. His love of art brought him into contact
with the likes of Le Corbusier, Picasso, Miró and Chagall.
"Like many architects, I’m a painter at heart." J.L. Sert

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
2.6 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/jean-cocteau-i-ll-stay-with-you#.VhFkTEtGwb8
SITE

JEAN COCTEAU, I REMAIN WITH YOU

• Version: « Jean Cocteau, je reste avec vous »
[DVDA269-005] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Cinema and Film Arts, Theatre, Biography, French Literature

ARTS

This fresh and unique approach of Jean Cocteau’s life, unveils both the man and the artist. We
discover Cocteau’s amazing and prolific universe full of invention and modernity. The film examines
different periods of the poet’s life and the artistic fields in which he excelled. Director Arnaud Xainte
creates a set to evoke Cocteau’s fairy tale and surrealist atmosphere.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
2.7 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/seiji-ozawa-the-living-spirit-of-music#.V72gAUtGxJQ
SITE

SEIJI OZAWA, THE LIVING SPIRIT OF MUSIC

• Version: « Seiji Ozawa, le souffle de la musique »
[DVDA212-011] 1 x 54 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Music, Biography

ARTS

At the age of 80, Seiji Ozawa is one of the last living legends of a bygone golden age of conducting. A
pupil of Charles Munch and Herbert von Karajan, he was Leonard Bernstein’s assistant before taking
over as director of the prestigious Boston Symphony Orchestra, which he led for thirty years... Seiji
Ozawa is different: coming from Asia, he has maintained a reserve, a respect for the musicians in the
orchestras he leads. He also conducts without a baton. Heavily involved in the 20th century
repertoire and a much-loved teacher, Seiji Ozawa is universally admired and respected for his
passion and commitment...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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3.8 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/eleanor-roosevelt#.V6NaE0tGxJQ
SITE

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, FIRST LADY OF THE WORLD

• Version: « Qui es-tu Eleanor Roosevelt? »
[DVDA196-015] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, Government, Women, United States

BIOGRAPHY

Eleanor Roosevelt, the wife of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, changed the role of the First Lady
through her active participation in American politics. In times of great difficulty for the USA - from
the crisis of the early 30's to WW2 -, this role provided her with a challenge and combat that she
would never shun nor neglect...

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
3.9 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/face-to-face#.Ve2dA0tGwb8
SITE

FACE TO FACE

• Collection: « Face to Face»
[DVDA264-S01] 9 x 52 minutes | 2013-2015 | $DVD A: 235/1 800 — $DVD B: 90/690
Cat: Cinema and Film Arts, Fashion and Costume, Biography, Industry and Commerce,
Government, Astronomy and Space Science, Sports, Computers

BIOGRAPHY

Face to Face is a series of comparative portraits featuring two well-known figures, seen through the
prism of their rivalry. Adversaries, opponents, the best or worst of enemies… they have all been
groundbreaking leaders in their fields : politics, science, technology, economy or the arts.
01. Chanel vs Schiaparelli: The Black and the Pink 02. Jobs vs Gates: The Hippie and the Nerd 03. Korolev vs Von Braun: The
Space Race 04. Mandela vs De Klerk: Enemies for Peace 05. Pepsi vs Coca: The Battle of the Century 06. Dassler vs Dassler:
Puma Against Adidas 07. Rubinstein vs Arden: Powders of War 08. Visconti vs Fellini: Italian Standoff 09. Lagerfeld vs Saint
Laurent: The Reason & the Passion

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
3.10 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/j-r-r-tolkien-designer-of-worlds#.U_zKJUtGwb8
SITE

J.R.R. TOLKIEN, DESIGNER OF WORLDS

• Version: « JRR Tolkien, des mots, des mondes »
[DVDA196-006] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, English Literature

BIOGRAPHY

For many people, the English writer JRR Tolkien (1892-1973) is above all the author of the Lord of the
Rings, the film series directed and produced by Peter Jackson from 2001 to 2003. But what most
people are unaware of is that this immensely successful novel is only the tip of a monumental
corpus, started in the 1910s, and which Tolkien pursued to the day he died in 1973.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
3.11 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/martin-buber-itinerary-of-a-humanist#.V538PEtGxJQ
SITE

MARTIN BUBER, ITINERARY OF A HUMANIST

• Version: « Martin Buber, itinéraire d’un humaniste »
[DVDA196-016] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, Philosophy

BIOGRAPHY

After Freud and Einstein, Martin Buber (1878-1965) was one of the best‐known Jews of the 20th
century, an era he traversed as one of its principal actors and witnesses. The emergence of Zionism,
Nazism and the creation of the state of Israel were all major concerns and subjects of profound and
influential reflection. As a philosopher, a central figure in contemporary German Judaism,
throughout his life he promoted humanist Zionism and a Judaism that was open to others...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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4.12 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/business-revolution#.V2G080tGxJQ
SITE

BUSINESS REVOLUTION

• Version: « Business Révolution »• Collection: « Business Revolution»
[DVDA264-S02] 10 x 28 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/2 000 — $DVD B: 90/765
Cat: Industry and Commerce

BUSINESS & ECONOMY

In a fast-paced changing world, Business Revolution will give you the keys to understand the
disruptions that are shaking up companies. This 10 part series will show you how companies are
breaking taboos to invent new business-models. With each episode, men and women will share their
expertise and vision on digital, innovation, management, customer experience and responsibility.
01. Innovation Has Its Own Revolution 02. Management Has Its Own Revolution 03. Big Data, Big business 04. The Digital
Emergency 05. Gender equality, A Corporate Performance Driver 06. What if we Could Revitalize Capitalism? 07.
Omnichannel is Revolutionizing Business 08. The Power of Conversation 09. Corruption, the Double Penalty 10.
Employees, the Holy Grail of Engagement

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
4.13 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/degrowth-from-myth-of-abundance-to-voluntary-simplicity#.
SITE
V9mJCfkrK70

DEGROWTH, FROM THE MYTH OF ABUNDANCE TO VOLUNTARY SIMPLICITY
[DVDA285-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Lifestyles, Sustainable Development

BUSINESS & ECONOMY

This documentary tackles the big question of economic growth in a finite world from the point of
view of a social and deeply ecological movement known as Degrowth... This documentary juxtaposes
two worlds. The world as it is now, a world of desire, of ‘having’ and ‘always more’. But another
world is on its way, a world of ‘being’, aware of the limits of the biosphere, where the so-called
‘conscientious objectors to growth’ work together to build a socio-economic alternative which is
both sustainable and liberating.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
4.14 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/freightened-the-real-price-of-shipping#.V7YZHUtGxJQ
SITE

FREIGHTENED, THE REAL PRICE OF SHIPPING

• Version: « Cargos, la face cachée du fret »
[DVDA284-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Transport

BUSINESS & ECONOMY

Freightened, the Real Price of Shipping is a thrilling investigation carried out around the globe which
takes us behind the scenes of the sea shipping business, revealing the mechanics and perils of a
powerful, secret and highly unregulated industry that holds the key to our global economy, our
environment and the very model of our civilization. What is the real price of shipping? Who are the
key players of this global industry? And overall, what is its impact on the environment and on our
lives?
“An enlightening journey” – Télérama
__________________________________________________________________________________
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5.15 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/objectif-nord-the-interviews#.VzYBkUtGxJQ
SITE

OBJECTIF NORD - THE INTERVIEWS

• Collection: « Objectif nord - The Interviews»
[DVDA244-S01] 7 x 27 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 175/1 040 — $DVD B: 70/415
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Aboriginal Peoples, Communities, Recreation and Leisure, Québec,
Ecology

BUSINESS & ECONOMY

Objectif Nord (North Bound) – The Interviews is a series that aims to discover northern Quebec
through the people who live and work there. They are experts in their fields and key players in the
development of the territory and the communities. They express both their fears and hopes for the
future and allow us to discover the amazing variety of initiatives taking place in the North.
01. Etua Snowball 02. Allan Saganash 03. Rodney Mark 04. Peter Cashin 05. Partha Sengupta 06. CIRQINIQ and Junior
May 07. Search and rescue

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
5.16 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/who-rules-the-sea#.VuGiJktGwb8
SITE

WHO RULES THE SEA?

• Version: « Qui contrôle la mer? »
[DVDA218-009] 1 x 55 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Economy, Industry and Commerce, Transport

BUSINESS & ECONOMY

Our world is essentially maritime. The sea unites us, feeds us, transports us. It covers 3/5 of our
planet, and it is the oceans that carry 90% of all the products we need. This film is a journey into the
heart of a global economy that in spite of its size is almost invisible in everyday life. From Piraeus to
Marseille, Hamburg, Shanghai and Brussels and at sea, the film explores the pulse of shipping in the
21st century.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
5.17 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/big-wind#.VecMc0tGwb8
SITE

BIG WIND
[DVDA80-006] 1 x 58 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Pollution, Sustainable Development, Canada, Energy, Energy and
Natural Ressources

ENVIRONMENT

Big Wind is an in-depth documentary that covers the unprecedented rush to industrial wind turbine
development that is transforming the landscape of the world. It is pitting neighbour against
neighbour, residents against companies, and the government against its people.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
5.18 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/climate-sceptics-the-climate-war#.VR2xIUtGyF0
SITE

CLIMATE SCEPTICS: THE CLIMATE WAR

• Version: « Climatosceptiques: la guerre du climat »
[DVDA196-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Climate Change

ENVIRONMENT

For some years now, climate sceptics have been questioning the reality of global warming. These
movements are financed by large industrial groups who significantly contribute to greenhouse gas
emissions and who have set up scientific research teams, think-tanks and lobbying groups to defend
their theories.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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6.19 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82489?preview=true#.VMF-EUtGwb8
SITE

THE E-WASTE TRAGEDY

• Version: «La tragédie électronique »
[DVDA259-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Ecology, Pollution

ENVIRONMENT

Why does three-quarters of European electronic waste escape recycling and end up illegally in
landfill? In the suburbs of Accra, the capital of Ghana, children play at dismantling scrapped
electronic equipment, surrounded by foul smelling and toxic fumes, in a sadly-famous, uncontrolled
rubbish dump.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
6.20 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/methane-dream-or-nightmare--2#.Vc4t4UtGwb8
SITE

METHANE DREAM OR NIGHTMARE?

• Version: « Méthane, rêve ou cauchemar? »• Collection: « Methane Dream or Nightmare?»
[DVDA266-S01] 2 x 45 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 195/425 — $DVD B: 80/160
Cat: Climate Change, Earth Science, Energy, Energy and Natural Resources

ENVIRONMENT

From the Arctic Ocean to the ocean depths of Japan, from the frozen lands of Siberia to the research
lab, what impact will methane gas have on our climate? This rather forgotten gas from our planet’s
past has just made a crashing comeback to centre stage. A compelling investigation into the major
environmental challenges of our century.
01. Investigating a Climate Alert 02. Methane Hydrates — A New Energy Bonanza

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
6.21 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/nature-s-invaders#.VXr_m0tGyF0
SITE

NATURE'S INVADERS

• Version: «Une nature envahissante »
[DVDA173-032] 1 x 54 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Ecology, Natural Science

ENVIRONMENT

The damage caused by invasive species in New Caledonia is now reaching dramatic proportions:
deer, ants and cats are wreaking havoc with its biodiversity. Even the tiny fire ant is not only able to
destroy specimens that are unique in the world but also bring turmoil to human lives. Scientists now
believe that these clandestine varieties are responsible for the sixth extinction crisis.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
6.22 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/nuclear-hope#.VpFI7UtGwb8
SITE

NUCLEAR HOPE

• Version: « Espoir nucléaire »
[DVDA274-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Pollution, Chemistry, Physics, Canada, Energy and Natural Ressources

ENVIRONMENT

Nuclear Hope aims to provide some thoughtful discussion to one of humanity’s greatest dilemmas.
How do you effectively deal with the most toxic substance the earth has to give? In most cases,
important discussions related to nuclear power are often reduced to simple “pro” and “con”
perspectives with little regard for the true complexity of the issues at hand.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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7.23 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/nuclear-lands-a-story-of-plutonium#.VhJZd0tGwb8
SITE

NUCLEAR LANDS: A HISTORY OF PLUTONIUM

• Version: « Terres Nucléaires »
[DVDA259-005] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Pollution, Chemistry, Energy, Energy and Natural Ressources

ENVIRONMENT

Nuclear Lands examines three areas in the world whose landscapes are dominated by nuclear sites:
the US, France and Japan. The film traces the story from the birth of plutonium production in the 40s
in Hanford USA to the nuclear reprocessing plant in La Hague, France and tells of the Rokkasho
nuclear site in Japan which is actually built on a seismic fault line.

NEW EPISODE!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
7.24 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/from-the-sky--2#.VAMfmUtGyF0
SITE

FROM THE SKY

• Version: «Les vues du ciel »• Collection: « From the Sky»
[DVDA173-S02] 12 x 24 minutes | 2012-2015 | $DVD A: 175/1 785 — $DVD B: 70/715
Cat: Physical Geography, Tourism, Europe, Latin America, Oceania, Human Geography

GEOGRAPHY

From the Sky, an ongoing series, presents a bird's eye view of various regions of the world. The
sublime images taken from a helicopter provide the viewer with an unusual perspective of
landscapes that one only dreams of, with surprising architecture, wilderness and impossibly gigantic
cities. On occasion, touching down, we meet with the people who live in some of the most amazing
places on earth.
01. Around Naples Seen from the Sky 02. Andalusia from the Sky 03. Around Stockholm from the Sky 04. The Alpes
Maritimes from the Sky 05. Mexico, Southern California Seen from the Sky 06. Iceland from the Sky - Colours of Iceland
07. New Caldedonia from the Sky 08. Quebec from the Sky 08. Senegal from the Sky 10. West Scotland from the Sky 11.
Puglia from the Sky 12. Barcelona from the Sky

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
7.25 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82515?preview=true#.VMF_8EtGwb8
SITE

VOYAGE OF THE CONTINENTS

• Version: «La valse des continents »• Collection: « Voyage of the Continents»
[DVDA259-S02] 5 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/1 060 — $DVD B: 90/405
Cat: Physical Geography, Earth Science, Africa, Canada, Latin America, United States

GEOGRAPHY

Via the epic of continental drift, we travel to Africa and the Americas, to meet scientists who are
carrying out state-of-the-art research on the most emblematic landscapes of each geological event.
With these scientists we discover the sites in a new light – landscapes that we often see but rarely
look at closely.
01. North America 02. Central America 03. South America 04. The Origins Of Africa 05. Africa Today

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
7.26 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/allergy-the-toxic-burden#.VhJbNEtGwb8
SITE

ALLERGY: THE TOXIC BURDEN

• Version: « Tous allergiques »
[DVDA259-007] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Pollution, Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Therapeutics and Pharmacology
Can the phenomenon of today’s allergy explosion be rationally explained? This documentary
endeavours to understand the phenomenon, by highlighting the true environmental causes and the
protection strategies we have at our disposal.
HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

__________________________________________________________________________________
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8.27 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/autists-a-place-among-the-others#.V6NeTUtGxJQ
SITE

AUTISTS: A PLACE AMONG THE OTHERS?

• Version: « Autistes: une place parmi les autres? »
[DVDA259-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Medicine, Psychology and Psychiatry, Therapeutics and Pharmacology, Diseases, Disorders
and Disabilities

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

Autism remains a mystery. However, the fact that there is no medical treatment is an absolute
certainty. There is no solution for autism. People with autism will live with this disorder all their life
and societies are all facing the same question: how to take care of them?...

8.28 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/bacterial-world-microbes-that-rule-our-world#.V5yswktGxJQ
SITE

BACTERIAL WORLD — MICROBES THAT RULE OUR WORLD

• Version: «Le monde bactérie — Ces microbes qui nous gouvernent »
[DVDA173-035] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Natural Science

BESTSELLER!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

They are on the ocean surface and in the abyss, in soil and plants, not to mention the intestines of
insects and large mammals, including humans. They are bacteria, and they are present in every
corner of our planet. Are we aware that among the billions of bacteria that exist on earth, less than
1% of them are pathogenic?

8.29 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/body-language
SITE

BODY LANGUAGE

• Version: « Ce corps qui parle »
[DVDA83-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Media and Communications
What is the connection between the smile of the Mona Lisa and the behaviour of a terrorist?
Discover the secrets of nonverbal behaviour in Body Language, as experts in the USA, Canada and
Europe pioneer the use of new technology to decipher our unconscious messages. control.

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

8.30 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/doctor-mukwege-the-wrath-of-hippocrates#.V6IQjUtGxJQ
SITE

DOCTOR MUKWEGE, THE WRATH OF HIPPOCRATES

• Version: « Docteur Mukwege, la colère d’Hippocrate »
[DVDA283-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Women

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

Dr. Mukwege, a Congolese gynecologist, who has won many awards including the 2014 European
Union’s Sakharov Prize, is internationally known , as “the man who mends women”. He has helped
heal both physically and emotionally over a thousand women who have been brutally raped during
the 20 years of conflicts in the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, one of the poorest
countries on the planet, despite its extremely rich sub-soil.
A 112 min. version is also available entitled: The Man Who Mends Women.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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C

9.31 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82562?preview=true#.VXcNQUtGwb9
SITE

EMPATHY, THE HEART'S INTELLIGENCE

• Version: « Entre toi et moi l'empathie »
[DVDA242-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

What makes human beings social, able to see another’s point of view, while still remaining
ourselves? Where do we get the pleasure of exchanging, helping each other and doing things
together?.. Empathy is both the emotional ability to feel that which the other feels and the cognitive
ability to understand emotions, desires and intentions in order to adopt a point of view.

9.32 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82493?preview=true#.VMF-gEtGwb8
SITE

EPIDEMICS: THE INVISIBLE THREAT
• Version: « Épidémies, la menace invisible »
[DVDA259-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Natural Science

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

When is a new global epidemic going to strike? In the space of 60 years, over 350 new infectious
diseases have appeared, including SARS, H1N1, H5N1 and Ebola.Experts are unanimously wondering:
when will a new world-wide epidemic strike? The Plague, the Spanish flu, smallpox, AIDS - history has
undergone infectious episodes that have decimated populations

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
9.33 URL: http://eng.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/lyme-disease-a-silent-epidemic#.U6Q0PRZGyF0
SITE

LYME DISEASE, A SILENT EPIDEMIC

• Version: «La maladie de Lyme, quand les tiques attaquent! »
[DVDA173-022] 1 x 53 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities
Lyme disease is a bacterial infection transmitted by ticks and it is spreading throughout the world at
an alarming rate. Faced with this disease the medical profession is at a loss, impotent even:
unreliable testing, uncertain therapeutic protocols, a scientific community that is divided…

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

9.34 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/mosquitoes-on-the-rise#.Vz3WyEtGxJQ
SITE

MOSQUITOES ON THE RISE

• Version: « Dans l’oeil du moustique »
[DVDA173-033] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine, Natural Science

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

The film, Mosquitoes on the Rise, takes us to Brazil, Africa, Southeast Asia and Southern Europe in
search of 4 types of mosquitoes: Aedes Aegypti (Yellow fever), Anopheles Gambiae (Malaria), Culex
Tritaeniorhynchus (Japanese encephalitis) and Aedes Albopictus (Yellow Fever and Zika virus). Each
of these mosquitoes is capable of transmitting viruses and dangerous parasites to humans and
because of environmental changes, often caused by human activity, as well as a multitude of means
of transportation, they are spreading to new territories and threaten new found populations...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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cat

▼

C

10.35 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82491?preview=true#.VMF-SktGwb8
SITE

PATHS OF READING

• Version: «Les chemins de la lecture »
[DVDA259-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry
The film structures itself around a central question: how to reconcile the cultural singularity that is
reading, developed recently by our single species, with the slow pace of genetic evolution, and
therefore with the fixity of brain biology?
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

10.36 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/worldwide-allergies-who-s-to-blame#.VhFhjktGwb8
SITE

WORLDWIDE ALLERGIES, WHO'S TO BLAME ?

• Version: « Allergies planétaires, à qui la faute ? »
[DVDA269-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Medicine

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
MEDICINE

Four hundred million people worldwide suffer from allergic rhinitis and another tree hundred million
have asthma. Allergic diseases rank 4th on the list of diseases according to the WHO and could
become 3rd in the next few decades. What are the factors responsible for the scourge of global
allergies? Can we explain why some people become allergic while others do not?

10.37 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/alpuxarras#.V53-dktGxJQ
SITE

ALPUXARRAS

• Version: « Alpuxarras »
[DVDA285-003] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Middles Ages, Europe

HISTORY

Alpuxarras narrates the Muslim conquest of the Iberian Peninsula and the subsequent Christian
conquest, until the end of the expulsion of the Moriscos in the XVII century. Focusing on the
presence of the Muslims in Galicia and the forced colonization of the Alpuxarras by the Galicians, the
similarities between common traditions, today almost forgotten, are exposed. A look to Alpuxarras
allows us to know a past that is necessary to understand the present reality.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
10.38 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/duel-at-the-south-pole-scott-amundsen#.VXrz7EtGyF0
SITE

DUEL AT THE SOUTH POLE - SCOTT - AMUNDSEN

• Version: « Duel au Pôle sud - Scott - Amundsen »
[DVDA173-031] 1 x 54 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Modern History, Biogrpahy

HISTORY

In December 1911, Robert Falcon Scott, a British officer, and Roald Amundsen, a Norwegian
adventurer, completed an epic race to the South Pole. Amundsen was the first to plant his flag at the
southernmost tip of the globe. Thanks to exceptional archives of the expedition, historians and
scientists, as well as motion graphics in black and white, this documentary tells the story of this
incredible duel.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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NEW!

▼

C

11.39 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/peron-identity#.V6OF1EtGxJQ
SITE

THE PERÓN IDENTITY
[DVDA286-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Biography, Modern History, Latin America

HISTORY

Elected 3 times, Juan Perón has done a lot more than rewrite Argentina’s history. He rewrote his
own. The Péron Identity unravels the myth surrounding his persona. We reveal how his family tried
to cover up his illegitimate birth, how he himself changed his birth place to court political favour,
how he did everything in his power to obscure his first marriage so that it would not overshadow his
second one, to Eva Perón whose own political wiles made him president and last but not least why it
took him a lifetime to reveal that he was of Indian descent...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
11.40 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/sorella-a-child-of-the-shoah#.VthHnUtGwb8
SITE

SORELLA, A CHILD OF THE SHOAH

• Version: « Sorella, une enfant dans le Shoah »
[DVDA218-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Contemporary History, Europe

HISTORY

Starting from a simple photograph showing four women and a young girl before execution by the
Nazis, this exceptional documentary traces in detail a little-known episode of the Holocaust in Latvia.
Who was Sorella, whose photo is on display at the Jewish Museum in Riga, the Latvian capital? No
one can say with absolute certainty but as the film delves into the mystery of this 10 year old girl...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
11.41 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/man-who-mends-women#.V6IL0ktGxJQ
SITE

THE MAN WHO MENDS WOMEN

• Version: «L' homme qui répare les femmes, la colère d’Hippocrate »
[DVDA283-002] 1 x 112 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Women

LAW AND JUSTICE

Dr. Mukwege, a Congolese gynecologist, who has won many awards including the 2014 European
Union’s Sakharov Prize, is internationally known , as “the man who mends women”. He has helped
heal both physically and emotionally over a thousand women who have been brutally raped during
the 20 years of conflicts in the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, one of the poorest
countries on the planet, despite its extremely rich sub-soil.
A 52 min. version is also available entitled: Doctor Mukwege, The Wrath of Hippocrates.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
11.42 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/burden-of-peace#.VthK7ktGwb8
SITE

BURDEN OF PEACE
[DVDA218-008] 1 x 75 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: International Law and Justice, Latin America

POLITICAL SCIENCE

The documentary Burden of Peace tells the impressive story of the 2013 Nobel Peace Prize nominee,
Claudia Paz y Paz, the first woman to lead the Public Prosecutor’s Office of Guatemala... Claudia
starts a frontal attack against corruption, drug gangs and impunity and does what everyone had
hitherto held to be impossible: she arrests former dictator Efraín Rios Montt on charges of
genocide...
__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

C

12.43 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/chinese-propaganda-lesson-in-forbidden-territory#.
SITE
VhJoB0tGwb8

A CHINESE PROPAGANDA LESSON IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE

• Version: « Leçon de propagande chinoise en zone interdite »
[DVDA212-006] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Human Rights, Government, Social Issues, Asia

POLITICAL SCIENCE

This documentary reveals the real face of China and gets inside the propaganda machine. For the
first time, a journalist joined an official trip to the heart of one of the most secret and unstable
regions in China: Xinjiang, an area that’s normally out of bounds to tourists. The film draws a parallel
between a slick, consensual tour and the distress of an entire race.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
12.44 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/decoding-isis#.V6OE8EtGxJQ
SITE

DECODING ISIS
[DVDA286-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Media and Communications, Conflicts and Resolutions

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Each of the Islamic State's terrifying actions is accompanied by carefully staged videos whose
purpose is horrifying the Western audiences on the evening news and inflaming the Muslim ones.
Before being a war machine, ISIS was a huge machine of propaganda employing over 100 Western
technicians, with 40 broadcasters and professional production companies. But what lands on our
screens is only a tiny part of the hundreds of clips uploaded daily...

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
12.45 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/divided-korea#.VhJf4UtGwb8
SITE

DIVIDED KOREA

• Version: « Corée: l'impossible réunification »• Collection: « Divided Korea»
[DVDA259-S04] 2 x 55 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/425 — $DVD B: 90/160
Cat: Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Government, Social Issues, Asia
For 60 years, Korea has been divided into two diametrically opposed societies. Can the reunification
of the two Koreas be achieved without the consent of the great powers and their local interests?
What if the solution was to come from the Korean's themselves.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

01. One Nation, Two Countries 02. So Close Yet so Far

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
12.46 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/inside-isis-and-the-muslim-position-on-terror#.
SITE
V5ywzUtGxJQ

INSIDE ISIS AND THE MUSLIM POSITION ON TERROR

• Version: « Au sein de DAESH »
[DVDA173-034] 1 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Conflicts and Resolutions, Social Issues, Middle East

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Jürgen Todenhöfer is the only Western reporter to have entered Islamic State territory and come out
alive. His book about his experience, My Journey into the Heart of Terror is a best seller, still most of
his footage is un-released, until now. In Paris, where IS killed 130 people, Jürgen recounts his
experience to Hamza Yusuf, a leading Muslim expert and harsh critic of IS, representative of all major
scholars and the huge majority of Muslims.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

C

13.47 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/kremlin-trojan-horse#.VhLRFktGwb8
SITE

THE KREMLIN'S TROJAN HORSE

• Version: «Le Cheval de Troie du Kremlin »
[DVDA263-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Modern History, Conflicts and Resolutions, Geopolitics, Global Politics
As world’s largest natural gas exporter, was Russian involvement in the Ukraine war patriotic… or
economic? In order to find out, this geopolitically-themed documentary attempts to better
understand an issue that concerns both the future of Europe and NATO, in the face of an arrogant
Putin-ruled Kremlin...

POLITICAL SCIENCE

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
13.48 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/russia-nostalgia-for-the-empire#.VhJwzktGwb8
SITE

RUSSIA: NOSTALGIA FOR THE EMPIRE?

• Version: « Russie, la nostalgie de l'empire »
[DVDA269-004] 1 x 52 minutes | 2012 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Contemporary History, Geopolitics, Government, Europe, Global Politics
The year after the downfall of the Soviet Union, President Boris Eltsine declared: “the Imperial Russia
is over”, a long era that started with Ivan the Terrible. Ten years later, his successor, Vladimir Poutine
answered him by stating: “The downfall of the Soviet Union was the biggest catastrophe of the 20th
century.” Behind official positions, what are the real relationships between Moscow and its former
satellites?

POLITICAL SCIENCE

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
13.49 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/when-siberia-will-be-chinese#.V5oPWUtGxJQ
SITE

WHEN SIBERIA WILL BE CHINESE

• Version: « Quand la Sibérie sera chinoise »
[DVDA242-012] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Geopolitics, Global Politics
Initially belonging to China, Eastern Siberia became Russian after the defeat of the Middle Kingdom
by Nicolas I, in the nineteenth century. Today, as Russia has moved to annex the Crimea will China do
the same with Siberia? Some 7 million Russian and 148 million Chinese are living along this border
and little by little, the Chinese are crossing over the Amur River to settle on the Russian side. The
makings of a peaceful invasion that worries Russian diplomacy.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
13.50 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/dream-the-future#.V7YDqUtGxJQ
SITE

DREAM THE FUTURE

• Version: « Rêver le futur »• Collection: « Dream the Future»
[DVDA284-S01] 10 x 52 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 235/2 000 — $DVD B: 90/765
Cat: Food, Fashion and Costume , Music, Education, Medicine, Sexuality, Sports, Building
Construction, Transport, Energy and Natural Resources

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

What will the world look like in the future ? How will today’s discoveries and research impact our
everyday lives in 2050? What answers will they bring us in response to current economical,
ecological and cultural challenges ? With its futuristic, high-tech visual identity, Dream the Future
takes us around the world to acquaint us with the future innovations that will transform our
everyday lives.
01. Sports of the Future 02. Transportation of the Future 03. Food of the Future 04. School of the Future 05. Energy of the
Future 06. Homes of the Future 07. Medicine of the Future 08. Fashion of the Future 09. Music of the Future 10. Sex of
the Future

__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼
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14.51 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/human-or-robot#.VhJsyUtGwb8
SITE

HUMAN OR ROBOT?

• Version: « Au coeur des robots »
[DVDA269-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Robotics

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

We are on the verge of a humanoid revolution. Could robots make us immortal? New robots with
human faces are ever more efficient; they walk, see, hear and speak. They look more and more like
us and are nearly ready to enter our homes and lives. In ten years, predict the roboticists, androids
will be part of our daily lives just as personal computers are now. What about us? Are we ready to
welcome them?

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
14.52 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/hurricane-the-anatomy#.V8BBDUtGxJQ
SITE

HURRICANE, THE ANATOMY

• Version: « Ouragans »• Collection: « Hurricane, The Anatomy»
[DVDA287-S01] 2 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/425 — $DVD B: 90/160
Cat: Climate Change , Astronomy and Space Science, Earth Science

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Hurricanes are the strongest storms on earth. Many begin as harmless breezes from Northern Africa;
inoffensive winds that gradually move westwards over the tropical Atlantic Ocean, gathering energy
from the warm seawater, building in strength and gradually forming the unmistakable spiral of
extreme winds and thunderstorms that characterize hurricanes. This series, produced over a threeyear period, with crews standing in the path of hurricane landfalls, such as Sandy and Isaac...
01. Predicting the Unpredicatable 02. Winds of Change

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
14.53 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/82495?preview=true#.VMF-uUtGwb8
SITE

WILL WE SOON BE EATING IN VITRO MEAT?

• Version: «La viande in vitro bientôt dans notre assiette? »
[DVDA259-004] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Animal Culture, Food, Natural Science

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Does cultured meat - which numerous scientists in various countries are working on - open up real
perspectives for feeding a rising population and for fighting pollution (18% of greenhouse gases
allegedly come from livestock rearing)? Or does it represent a false hope? This documentary, shot in
the US, China, India, France, Holland and Laos, will change the way you see steak - forever!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
14.54 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/amazon-tears-through-her-eyes#.VUI9GUtGyF0
SITE

AMAZON TEARS - THROUGH HER EYES
[DVDA265-001] 1 x 29 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 175/ — $DVD B: 70/
Cat: Sustainable Development, Communities, Social Issues, Women, Latin America
This film provides a rare opportunity to meet the women of the Peruvian Amazon, as they face rapid
changes in their remote area, due to international industry, technology and population growth.
SOCIETY AND CULTURE

__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

C

15.55 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/generation-a#.VzTlgktGxJQ
SITE

GENERATION A
[DVDA277-002] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Education, Children and Youth, Social Issues, Middle East

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

Millions of people know about the problems in Afghanistan, but no one knows the real solution. In
this compelling new film, award winning director, Jasmin Kozowy, shines a spotlight on the untold
story of the education system in Afghanistan. Triumphant and heartbreaking in equal measures, this
film is a tribute to the unsung voices of those who are fighting for a brighter future.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
15.56 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ice-works#.VhFdUEtGwb8
SITE

ICE WORKS
[DVDA270-001] 1 x 25 minutes | 2012 | $DVD A: 175/ — $DVD B: 70/
Cat: Animal Culture, Industry and Commerce, Aboriginal Peoples, Social Issues, Canada

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

Ice Works follows Aboriginal Fisher Cyrus Smith as he plys his trade on the frozen ice of Lake
Manitoba following the traditions of his elders. The Smith family are part of a dwindling number of
fishers who venture out in Arctic like conditions to supply the world with fresh whitefish. What does
the future hold for the Smith Family and the fishery they depend on for their livelihood?

NEW EPISODE!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
15.57 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/djihad-counter-offensive#.V5IzJktGxJQ
SITE

JIHAD, COUNTER-OFFENSIVE

• Version: « Djihad, les contrefeux »
[DVDA242-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Violence and Abuse, Children and Youth
How do you de-radicalize kids caught up in the djihad web? How do you help their parents? Djihad,
Counter-Offensive looks at how social workers, imams, educators, parents and de-radicalized youth
are working to create alternatives and present concrete ways to counter radicalization.

NEW!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

15.58 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/konnected-tv#.V9HIQUtGxJQ
SITE

KONNECTED.TV

• Collection: « Konnected.tv»
[DVDA288-S01] 13 x 23 minutes | 2016 | $DVD A: 175/1 935 — $DVD B: 70/775
Cat: Aboriginal Peoples, Communities, Manners and Customs, Canada, Latin America, United
States

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

Accompanied by Cree musician Pakesso Mukash, Konnected.tv goes to meet a young generation of
Indigenous peoples throughout the Americas who are attempting to restore and revitalize their
cultural heritage while respecting the legacy of their ancestors.
01. Food for Thought (Hawaii, USA) 02. Liberty Through Music (Chili) 03. Running for a Future (Mexico) 04. What If You
Could Go Back (Paraguay) 05. To Be Silent Is to Suffer (Colombia) 06. A Green Revolution (Peru - Zenon) 07. Five Simple
Words (Peru - Tania) 08. The Return of the Storyteller (Educador) 09. Fire Within Us (Guatemala) 10. I Am Missing
(Ottawa, Canada) 11. All My Relations (Nova Scotia, Canada) 12. Nation to Nation (Arizona, USA) 13. Awakening a
Generation (British Columbia, Canada

__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

C

16.59 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/north-bound-voices-of-the-north#.VzTpcktGxJQ
SITE

NORTHBOUND: VOICES OF THE NORTH

• Collection: « Northbound»
[DVDA150-S06-01] 1 x 52 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Aboriginal Peoples, Communities, Canada, Québec
Through the eyes of indigenous and non-indigenous artists, from different communities in Northern
Quebec, we discover the vastness of the northern territory and the people who live there. They talk
about their roots and the upheaval that they have lived the last fifty years...
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

16.60 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/one-earth-1001-worlds#.VX8hA0tGwb8
SITE

ONE EARTH - 1001 WORLDS

• Version: «Une terre 1001 mondes »
[DVDA225-001] 1 x 58 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Quebec History, Aboriginal Peoples, Communities, Multiculturalism

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

In nature, biodiversity is considered an inherent characteristic of life on earth then, why would it be
otherwise with cultural diversity for human kind?... Both on local and global scales, modern societies
navigate inexorably towards pluralism. Today, more than ever, it is mandatory to embrace the
richness of cultural differences. Facing several challenges regarding the relationships between
peoples; beginning with the relations with First Nations, the relations between English and French
speakers, the secularism of the state and reasonable accommodation; the list goes on.

BESTSELLER!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
16.61 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/pink-attitude-princesses-pop-stars-girl-culture#.
SITE
VhWIgEtGwb9

PINK ATTITUDE : PRINCESSES, POP STARS & GIRL POWER

• Version: « Princesses, Pop Stars & Girl Power 2014 »
[DVDA196-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Industry and Commerce, Children and Youth, Lifestyles, Women

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

Cheerful, bubbly and colourful, the Girlie-Girl Culture is an unavoidable phenomenon of our western
society. This ambiguous and popular culture-both angelic and demoniac constantly oscillates
between two extreme images of women: the little girl and the temptress, ingénue, predator...
Welcome to the land of Girly-Girl Culture.

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
16.62 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/syria-children-at-war#.VR6eJUtGwb8
SITE

SYRIA, CHILDREN AT WAR

• Version: « Syrie, enfants en guerre »
[DVDA196-011] 1 x 52 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Conflicts and Resolutions, Children and Youth, Social Issues, Middle East

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

Now in its 4 year, over 200 000 Syrians have lost their lives in a civil war that has rebel brigades
opposing the armed forces of president Assad. The first victims are civilians, including many children.
This documentary follows the daily life of the Aleppo family including a young boy, his brothers and
parents, living in a rebel quarter, who have decided to stay and fight against Bachar El-Assad’s Army.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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NEW!

▼

C

17.63 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/touching-life#.VpFK6UtGwb8
SITE

TOUCHING LIFE

• Version: « Toucher la vie »
[DVDA273-001] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Diseases, Disorders and Disabilities, Family
Touching Life is the story of a family living between two worlds: one of the sighted and one of the
visually impaired. It shows us the reality of life guided by sound and touch.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

17.64 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/troubled-waters#.VhFfY0tGwb8
SITE

TROUBLED WATERS
[DVDA270-002] 1 x 27 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 175/ — $DVD B: 70/
Cat: Animal Culture, Industry and Commerce, Aboriginal Peoples, Social Issues, Canada

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

Large Commercial Ice Fishers in Northern Canada are leaving a majority of their catch to rot on the
ice. Water quality and industrial pollution are changing fragile ecosystems. In Central Canada, ice
fishing isn't just a sport, but an industry that thrives in the Aboriginal communities that rely on it to
survive. These Aboriginal fishers aren't just fighting Mother Nature's extreme conditions, but they
struggle to sustain their livelihood as government bureaucracy threatens to force them to look
elsewhere for income.

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
17.65 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/women-for-the-planet#.V6JL9ktGxJQ
SITE

WOMEN FOR THE PLANET

• Version: « Femmes pour la planète »
[DVDA259-009] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Agri-Environment, Economy, Sustainable Development, Urbanism, Women

SOCIETY AND CULTURE

Six women. Amy, Heike, Ida, Merethe, Otaciana and Pabitra. They live in Canada, Germany,
Argentina, Denmark, Nepal and Brazil. They have never met each other, but have many things in
common. Although they are neither activists nor intellectuals, they all possess a sense of urgency in
the face of the deterioration of our planet, which they see as a threat to the future of their children,
and to humanity in general.They form part of an increasingly large body of voices that are speaking
up to demand an economic and ecological transition that will take on the challenges of the 21st
century...

NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
17.66 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/ball#.VzTm-0tGxJQ
SITE

THE BALL
[DVDA277-003] 1 x 75 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 255/ — $DVD B: 100/
Cat: Communities, Sports

SPORTS

The Ball is a 5 part documentary that explores mankind’s most simple and perfect game. Long before
the invention of football as we know it, the ball has been kicked around the globe by many different
cultures. Travelling through Myanmar, Thailand, Germany, Ireland and Brazil, each 15-minute
episode celebrates the beauty and history of traditional games in contrasting societies.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

C

18.67 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/quest-for-the-perfect-athlete#.V6NgzUtGxJQ
SITE

THE QUEST FOR THE PERFECT ATHLETE

• Version: « À la recherche du sportif parfait »
[DVDA259-010] 1 x 52 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/ — $DVD B: 90/
Cat: Psychology and Psychiatry, Sports
The performance of athletes has evolved considerably over the last twenty years, and the
extraordinary talent of certain super-trained, veritable winning-machines is intriguing
neuroscientists. As a result of technological progress, scientists now have the tools to be able to
understand exactly what lies behind the talent of these unstoppable champions...

SPORTS

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
18.68 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/antoine-s-four-seasons
SITE

ANTOINE’S FOUR SEASONS

• Version: «Les 4 saisons d'Antoine »
[DVDA212-009] 1 x 33 minutes | 2012 | $DVD A: 175/ — $DVD B: 70/
Cat: Music
Ten year-old Anthony has red hair, as did Antonio Vivaldi. For his birthday, his grandfather gives him
a book. He would have preferred a video game, but what can you expect from a grandfather who
spends his time building violins in his workshop? But this is a magic book! When you draw in it, it
plays the Four Seasons...

YOUTH•ARTS
NEW!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
18.69 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/my-little-planet#.V-aJYEtGxJQ
SITE

MY LITTLE PLANET

• Version: « Ma petite planète chérie »• Collection: « My Little Planet»
[DVDA125-S03] 26 x 5 minutes | 1996 | 2015 | $DVD A: 235/425 — $DVD B: 90/160
Cat: Ecology, Pollution, Sustainable Development, Natural Science
WInner of many awards, My Little Planet is an 26 part animated series conceived in collaboration
with environmental specialists and teachers to address biodiversity, demography and the place of
man on the planet in an amusing story form.
YOUTH•ENVIRONMENT

DVD 1 — 1. A Day in the Life of a Water-drop 2. Not So-Scary Monsters 3. The Lonely Oak Tree 4. Watch Out Bugs! 5. A
Home in the Hedge 6. Scaredy Cat, Scardey Cat 7. The Fish and the Waterfall 8. Water Story 9. Silence is Golden 10. The
Magic Trash Can 11. Too Much Wrapping 12. A Special Treat 13. A Walk in the Woods
DVD 2 — 14. 20 Millimeters Under the Earth 15. Stop ! Thief ! 16. The Race for Power 17. Lights On, Lights Off 18. Itchy 19.
The Co.Koa 20. The Magic Root 21. Back in Time 22. The Old Barn 23. Two Other Children 24. Air and Everywhere 25. The
Great Ocean 26. The Dragonfly Princess 6. Scaredy Cat, Scardey Cat 7. The Fish and the Waterfall 8. Water Story 9. Silence is
Golden 10. The Magic Trash Can 11. Too Much Wrapping 12. A Special Treat 13. A Walk in the Woods
01. My Little Planet 01 02. My Little Planet 02

__________________________________________________________________________________
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19.70 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/art-classic-stories
SITE

ART CLASSIC STORIES

• Collection: « Art Classic Stories»
[DVDA228-S01] 30 x 8 minutes | 2013 | $DVD A: 90/2 500 — $DVD B: 45/1 200
Cat: Drawing, Painting and Print, English Literature

YOUTH•LANGUAGE
LITERATURE

Art Classic Stories combines classical art with the most loved fairy tales of all time. Each title features
exquisite illustrations that will capture children's eyes while introducing them to the techniques and
art styles of famous artists such as Van Gogh, Rembrandt, Gauguin, Monet, Cezanne, Renoir and
many, many more.
01. Goldilocks and the Three Bears — Through the Art Style of Keith Haring 02. Country Mouse and the City Mouse —
Through the Art Style of Henri Rousseau 03. Puss in Boots — Through the Art Style of Edward Manet 04. A Grain as Big as a
Hen's Egg — Through the Art Style of George Seurat 05. The Musicians of Bremen — Through the Art style of Edvard Munch
06. The Elves and the Shoemaker — Through the Art style of Vincent Van Gogh 07. The Farm Rooster and the Weather
Vane — Through the Art style of Henri Matisse 08. Snow White and Rose Red — Through the Art style of Sandro Botticelli
09. The Fisherman and the Golden Fish — Through the Art style of Henri Matisse 10. The Giant in a Bottle — Through the
Art style of Max Beckmann 11. The Magical Pear Tree — Through the Art style of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec 12. The Great
Big Turnip — Through the Art style of Paul Gauguin 13. Prince Riquet — Through the Art style of Johannes Vermeer 14. The
Goose that Laid the Golden Egg — Through the Art style of Vincent Van Gogh 15. Nandi and the Tigers — Through the Art
style of Paul Serusier 16. The Last Leaf — Through the Art style of Cezanne 17. The Wolf and the Seven Little Goats —
Through the Art style of Camille Pissarro 18. The Christmas Chimes — Through the Art style of Wassily Kandinsky 19. The
Three Little Pigs — Through the Art style of Paul Klee 20. The Happy Prince — Through the Art style of Ernst Kirchner 21.
The Donkey and the Load of Salt — Through the Art style of William Turner 22. King Thrushbeard — Through the Art style
of Marie Laurencin 23. The Fox and the Crane — Through the Art style of Gustave Courbet 24. The Angel — Through the
Art style of Auguste Renoir 25. The Hare and the Hedgehog — Through the Art style of Claude Monet) 26. The Giving Tree
— Through the Art style of Raoul Dufy 27. The Little Girl and the Big Bear — Through the Art style of James Whistler 28.
Saturday Mountain — Through the Art style of Paul Gustave Dore 29. The Seven Ravens — Through the Art style of Alfons
Mucha 30. The Little Match Girl — Through the art Style of Rembrandt

BESTSELLER!

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
19.71 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/raven-tales-1
SITE

RAVEN TALES 1

• Version: «Les légendes du corbeau 1 »• Collection: « Raven Tales 1»
[DVDA246-S01] 13 x 26 minutes | 2004-2007 | $DVD A: 135/1 490 — $DVD B: 60/665
Cat: Animation, Aboriginal Peoples, Folklore
This series follows the adventures of Raven, the most powerful deity of Aboriginal mythology and a
cast of humans as they re-tell the traditional stories of the Northwest Coast First Nations People, the
Kwakwaka wakw, the Squamish and Haida.
YOUTH•LANGUAGE
LITERATURE

01. How Raven Stole the Sun 02. The First People 03. The Sea Wolf 04. Gone Fishing 05. Love and War 06. Bald Eagle 07.
The Child of Tears 08. Howl at the Moon 09. Raven and Coyote 10. Raven Gets Sick 11. The Flood 12. The Gathering 13.
The Rough Face Girl

__________________________________________________________________________________
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▼

C

20.72 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/raven-tales-2
SITE

RAVEN TALES 2

• Version: «Les légendes du corbeau 2 »• Collection: « Raven Tales 2»
[DVDA246-S02] 13 x 26 minutes | 2008-2010 | $DVD A: 135/1 490 — $DVD B: 60/665
Cat: Animation, Aboriginal Peoples, Folklore
This series follows the adventures of Raven, the most powerful deity of Aboriginal mythology and a
cast of humans as they re-tell the traditional stories of the Northwest Coast First Nations People, the
Kwakwaka wakw, the Squamish and Haida.
YOUTH•LANGUAGE
LITERATURE

01. Dream, Dream, Dream 02. Dog Days 03. Great Bear Rock 04. Baby Blues 05. Starlight, Star Bright 06. The Games 07.
Spiders and Dreams 08. Bukwas 09. Work and Play 10. Change and Butterflies 11. Day in the Life 12. The Return of Kulos
13. Musicians of the Sun

▼

__________________________________________________________________________________
20.73 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/footprint#.VbjkC0tGwb8
SITE

THE FOOTPRINT

• Version: «L' éco-empreinte »
[DVDA155-003] 1 x 21 minutes | 2015 | $DVD A: 175/ — $DVD B: 70/
Cat: Animation, Ecology, Sustainable Development
The Footprint is an animated film featuring Earth, Little Rosie (from the Little Earth Charter) and
special guest Org, a cave-kid from prehistoric times. The story is a playful introduction to issues such
as water, food, clothes, transportation, toys, and energy.
__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

YOUTH•SCIENCE

20.74 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/jack-ii#.Ve9iwEtGwb8
SITE

JACK II

• Version: « Jack II »• Collection: « Jack II»
[DVDA267-S01] 6 x 44 minutes | 2014 | $DVD A: 195/995 — $DVD B: 80/410
Cat: Animation, Natural Science
By mixing humour, adventure, and science, the series helps children discover amazing new facts
about the world and space around us, all while following the exciting adventures of our hero Jack.
01. Jack 01 02. Jack 02 03. Jack 03 04. Jack 04 05. Jack 05 06. Jack 06

BESTSELLER!

__________________________________________________________________________________

▼

YOUTH•SCIENCE

20.75 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/little-earth-charter#.Vk9MCUtGwb8
SITE

THE LITTLE EARTH CHARTER

• Version: «La petite charte de la terre »
[DVDA155-002] 8 x 5 minutes | 2009 | $DVD A: 175/ — $DVD B: 70/
Cat: Animation, Ecology, Sustainable Development

YOUTH•SCIENCE

This series of 8 animated clips offers educators a springboard tool to introduce students to a wide
variety of subjects within the curriculum. Its content relates directly to learning standards for Grades
Pre K-3: earth science, physical science, life science, ecology, environmental studies, geography,
history, social studies, citizenship education, and moral education.
1. Life 2. Interconnected 3. Family 4. Past 5. Earth 6. Peace 7. Love 8. Future

__________________________________________________________________________________
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21.76 URL: http://www.cinefete.ca/en/site/products/zoobabu--2#.VhPc-ktGwb8
SITE

ZOOBABU

• Version: « Zoobabu »• Collection: « Zoobabu»
[DVDA256-S01] 5 x 20 minutes | 2011 | $DVD A: 175/790 — $DVD B: 70/315
Cat: Animation, English Language
Zoobabu is a fun-filled, animated guessing game about animals. In each episode, kids are given clues
about a hidden animal inside a magic box. Step-by-step, and clue-by-clue, they discover the identity
of the animal inside the box. A great way to introduce oral communication skills.
YOUTH•SCIENCE

01. Insects 02. Birds 03. Four-Legged Animals 04. Mammals 05. Animals That Swim

__________________________________________________________________________________
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